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1. The first part of this paper is motivated by the last of fifty open 
problems raised by Fuchs in Ref. [I]. The problem is the following: Relate 
the Abelian groups A4 and B if tor(il, X) e tor(B, X) for all reduced Abelian 
groups S. \\‘hatever the relation is, it is between the torsion part of -4 and 
the torsion part of B; hence we shall assume that ;3 and B are torsion. Under 
this assumption, we prove, in general, that the structure of A and B must be 
similar, and the equality of ,4 and B is established without any condition 
on B if .I is totally projective in each primary component. If a divisible 
group ,I- is allowed, the equality of rZ and B is, of course, trivial since 
tor(G, Q,‘Z) z G for all torsion G. Furthermore, we know of no example 
where .,I and B are not isomorphic but tor(<4, S) z tor(B, S) for all 
reduced S. 
DEl~IWI.ION. FVe say that two p-primary Abelian groups =1 and B have 
similar structure if the following conditions are satisfied for some cardinal ~1: 
( 1) , -4 ’ =: IVZ = i II , where rZ / denotes the cardinalit? of 1-I. 
(2) I,,( ;? g x,JL B, where z, as well as +, denotes the direct sum. 
(3) p’--J ‘z p”B. where p”A denotes the divisible part of _ I. 
(4) .I and B have the same C% invariants. 
The definition of similaritv of structure is extended to torsion Abelian 
groups in the obvious way; conditions (l)-(4) are required for each primary 
component. 
Sote that similarity of structure implies isomorphism for countable torsion 
groups but not for uncountable groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B he torsion Abeliangvoups. Iftor(il, X) E tor(B, S) 
few wery I-educed (torsion) d4belian group X, then A and B hare similar structure. 
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Proof. There is, of course, no loss of gcncrality in assuming that :l and B 
arc p-primarv groups. Let G[p”] (.T t G : p”,v 0). It is n-cl1 known 
[ 1, p. 2661, under the hypothesis of the theorem, that 
for any positive integer U; C( p”) d enotcs the c! clic group of order p”. ‘I’here- 
fore we may assume that rl[p] or U[ ~1 is infinite, for the equality of ;1 and B 
(and hence their structural similarity) follows directly from -I[pr’] 1 /1[p”] 
if A-l[p] and B[p] are both finite. However, if --l[,~] is infinite, thvn 
so condition (I) is estahlislxd upon setting 112 .4 Bi. 
LJYth judicious choices of the group C, one can recover the C’lnl invariants 
of ‘-1 from those c;f tor(:l, C) according to Ref. [ 1, p. 273, Eq. (2)] ; for example, 
in order to compute the cr-th I,.hn invariant of A, take C‘ to he a g~x)up such 
that /PC _ c(p2). The point is, in this case, .fl,(C) 0 and /.(p” ‘C’) I. 
The existence of such a rcduccd group C:, even among the totally projcctivc 
groups, is well known. It follows immediately that --I and B must ha\x the 
same C’lvl invariants since tor (A, C‘) ” tor (B, C’) for all reduced C,‘. ‘I’hus 
condition (4) is satisfied. Similarly, condition (3) foll o\f s from the equations 
toi-( pJL4, puC) p”tor(Li, C) -L /Ptor(B, C’) tor( p”B, p”CJ 
if \ve take 0 large enough that /I” annihilates the reduced parks (,f I ‘11ld 11 
and if p”C 4 PI. 
In order to prove (2), we choose a cardinal II 112 I .I B , such 
that ++I t2. Let CJ denote the. torsion completion of 1, <. CL 4 Pi)). 
The important feature of CJ is that C is a reduced primary group of cardinalit> 
#(I and has a basic suhg~-oup C, of cardinality n -:: /lNo. Let 7r denote an 
isomorphisn~ from tor(d. c’) onto tor(B, C). Since 
.I 111 I3 c’,, I (‘ 
and since purifying can be accomplished without altering infinite cardinal&es, 
we conclude that there exists a pure subgroup C, of cardinality II containing 
C,, such that j7 : tor(.-1, CC;;,) + tor(B, C‘J. I,ikekvise, thcrc csists a pure 
subgroup C1 of C of cardinality 12 containing C, such that w1 : tor(l?, C’J F 
tor(A, C,). In turn, there exists a pure subgroup C, of C of cardinalit); II 
containing C, such that T : tor(,4, C’?) P tor(B, C,). Contintling in this \~a>-, 
‘Eve obtain an ascending sequence 
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of pure subgroups Cj of C each of which has cardinality n such that 
7~ : tor(d, C,,) ---+ tor(B, C,,), 
where C,, ~~ (Jiccu Ci . Since C,,, 3 C, and since C, is a basic subgroup of C, 
\ve haw the pure-exact sequence 
where L is a relatively large cardinal number; more precisely, L L nHu. 
From this pure-exact sequence, WC have the commutative diagram 
tor(=l, C,,) 2-p+ tor(d, C) ---- --f~f tar (-I, 1 c( I”‘)) c d 
1. 1. 
t(@, C,,) -- tor(B, C) -------f-f tor B, C c(p-j) C B, 
(\ I. I, 
and xl, -4 2 XL B. However, it is easily seen that ET,, z3 2 x!,, B is a conse- 
quence of IL .4 z xIA B for any L I> m whenever i .3 ~~~ 112 map 1 B 1 for any 
infinite cardinal w. Thus condition (2) is established, and the theorem is 
proved. 
(‘OKOLLXI~Y I. Let A and B be primary Abelian groups such that 
tor(.4, ,\-) 2 tor(B, s) for all reduced pvimavy RYOU~S ,y. If Ag is totally PI’o- 
jectie.e, then B is necessarily totally projective and 3 g B. 
I’ror$ Condition (2) implies that a group having similar structure to 
a totally projective group must itself be totally projective. Condition (4) 
implies that two totally projective groups having similar structure are in fact 
isomorphic. 
2. Fuchs has asked [I, problem 341 the following question. If il and 
B arc =\belian groups, does there exist a set Z of Abelian groups such that 
hom(i2, S) g hom(B, S) for all X E % imply that A g B ? One might add to 
this: If such a set .s%^ exists, what is the minimal cardinality of Y’? However, 
we shall show that no such set .?” exists. Indeed, we have the following 
theorem: 
‘I~IEOI~W 2. There exist nonisomorphic (and structurally nonsimilar) 
Abelian groups A and ‘4’ such that hom(i3, X) =y hom(,l’, S) for all Ahelian 
g’oup” &I-. 
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Proof. Let c == 2Q and let K C, 
completion of B by B and set 
w &, c( p’). Denote the torsion 
Trivially, d C$ A b ecause A-1 is a direct sum of cyclic groups but *-I’ is not 
since it contains the torsion completion of an unbounded p-grot~p. For 
the same reason, d and -q’ are not structurally similar. 
Our claim is that hom(d, S) n hom(A’, S) f or all .Y. In order to verify 
this, we observe the following concerning the structure of -4 and :I’: 
Condition (3) is the only one \vorthy of comment, and (3) follows immediately 
from the observation that B m= xN, c(p) i U for any fixed p0sitix.e integer n, 
which implies 
and EC H g CC B -1. XC B. I;or simplicity of notation, let 
M =~ hom(,-l, zY), 
13’ == hom(:l’, -Y). 
The isomorphisms (l)-(3) yield 
(i) H- H 1. H, 
(ii) H’ ” 1-I’ ‘- IL’, 
(iii) II’ E 11 /- H’. 
AIoreover, since -3’ is a p-group of cardinality c and since 
XI-~ have the pure-exact sequence 
for some pure suhgmp &-1,, of .-1. The above pure-csact sequence yields 
the esact sequence 
11’ --------• If ---, II,, ) 
whew-e FI’ is embedded as a pure subgroup of f2 [I, p. 1871. Since A is a 
torsion group, we know that II’ is pure injectivc. Hence, I2 2: 12’ +- K for 
some K. ‘I’herefore, wc have 
the desired result. 
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